Abstract -We review the standard JPEG2000 for still image compression and mention some typical applications. Special weight is put onto the core coding system described in Part 1 and the compound image file format for document imaging described in Part 6 including a section on image segmentation.
II. JPEG2000 PART 1

A. General Description
The first part of JPEG2000, the core coding system, is used in many other parts of the standard, and can be extended by the addition of one or more features from Part 2. In addition to the pure code stream description, Part 1 contains a small, lightweight file format, which meets the needs of most (but not all) standard applications. The idea was to define a simple file format to ensure interoperability even for Part 1 only implementations without introducing a high implementation or performance overhead. Part 2 defines an number of extension to the Part 1 file format.
An encoder, producing a code stream compliant with Part 1, consists of the following blocks: A multi component transform (typically used for RGB color input), a discrete wavelet transform (DWT), a quantizer (for lossy compression only), and an arithmetic encoder.
The multi component transform is a linear transformation that maps RGB to YCbCr color spaces. The use of the multi component transformation is optional but should be used for RGB images to de-correlate the content of the three color components in order to achieve a better overall compression efficiency.
The DWT is applied independently to the image components and de-correlates the image with respect to different length scales, preserving much of its spatial correlation. A one dimensional DWT consists of a low (L) and a high (H) pass filter splitting a line of pixels into two lines of half the size. Application of the filters to a two dimensional image in horizontal and vertical directions produces four quarters (called subbands) labeled by LL, LH, HL and HH. The LL subband is a lower resolution representation of the original image, and the missing details can be found in the remaining subbands. These subbands contain the horizontal (LH), vertical (HL) and diagonal (HH) edges on the length scale defined by the wavelet ( Fig. 1 and  2 ). Each of these subbands can be decomposed further by subsequent wavelet decomposition.
Within Part 1 it is only possible to apply further decompositions to the LL subband, resulting in a tree of subbands, with a low resolution representation of the original picture as J the final remaining LL subband. In JPEG2000 Part 1 there is a choice of two discrete wavelet filters: the Daubechies 9/7 or the Daubechies 5/3. The coefficients of the first filter are given as floating-point numbers, those of the second as integers. Both of the filters can be lifted (factorized) in order to speed up the convolution step [1] [2] [3] . The 9/7 filter is primarily suited to high visual quality compression. The use of floating-point arithmetic in the DWT, and the associated rounding errors, make it unsuitable for strictly lossless compression. The filter has, however, better de-correlation properties than the shorter 5/3 filter and hence a better compression performance. The shorter 5/3 filter can be implemented and factorized in integer arithmetic, and the associated DWT is reversible, making the filter suitable for lossless compression.
The next step of the coding scheme runs under the heading quantization of the wavelet coefficients within each subband. In fact this is a slightly misleading terminology. It should rather be called prequantization, because it introduces only a first and very fine quantization, setting the scale for the quantization that follows later as part of the EBCOT encoder. Prequantization is a simple linear deadzone quantizer where the deadzone has exactly double the size of the step size for the remaining buckets. A quantization results in a loss of information, so this step is only done for lossy encoding.
Finally the quantized coefficients are entropy encoded. JPEG2000 uses the EBCOT (Embedded Block Coding with Optimized Truncation) algorithm. EBCOT uses a bit plane encoder with binary arithmetic encoding called the MQ coder, which is used also in JBIG2. It is an excellent approximation to a Shannon-Fano-Elias arithmetic coder and does not use any multiplication or divisions.
Encoding is carried out on code blocks, typically of size 64
x 64, that further divide the quantized subband data. EBCOT encodes bitplane by bitplane, progressing from the most significant to the least significant bit. Encoding data in a bit plane uses contexts adapted to edges, vicinities of edges and the rest. It rearranges the bit stream to put first the data of regions with strong activities, such as edges, followed by vicinities of edges and the rest. After encoding the data of all code blocks the EBCOT has automatically measured the rate of each individual block, i.e. the length of the encoded data generated by the MQ coder, as a function of the index of the bitplane. Similarly, the distortion as a function of the same index has also been determined. Hence, EBCOT knows the rate distortion curve of each code block, parameterized by the index of the bitplanes. It remains to optimize the encoding to produce the least distortion for a given total rate i.e. for the sum of all rates allocated to all codeblocks. This is done by a kind of water filling principle: Progressing bitplane by bitplane, the data of the code blocks are progressively added by order of the steepness of the rate distortion curve. This is a pragmatic implementation of Lagrangian optimization. The procedure allows a very precise targeting of the size of a compressed image.
Comparing JPEG2000 Part 1 with baseline JPEG one finds a considerable improvement with regard to compression performance (Fig. 3) . However, one has to pay a price: a considerable increase in complexity.
The improvement in compression performance is certainly related to two basic principles of JPEG2000. Firstly, the decomposition in code blocks after applying the DWT; in JPEG the original image is decomposed into blocks and only then is the discrete cosine transformation applied, giving rise to the typical blocking-artifacts. Secondly, the use of a DWT as the basic de-correlation transformation in contrast to the DCT transformation used in JPEG.
Whereas the first principle can be understood in scientific terms, the second one is not as well understood and is probably related to a fact which is difficult to grasp in precise mathematical terms: the set of natural images contains images with typical length scales where the parts of the image do not interact which are characterized by different length scales.
JPEG2000 has a lossless mode and in this mode its compression performance is about 20% below the recent JPEG-LS standard for lossless compression of images and 20% better than the lossless mode of the old JPEG.
JPEG2000's main strength lies in its lossy performance. The performance has been measured within the standardization committee WG1 [4] with the conclusion that the new standard increasingly out performs the old one as the compressed bitrate decreases. In a test on pictures with 8 bpp, JPEG required a 112%, 55%, 22% and 13% higher bitrate to match the visual quality of JPEG2000 at 0.25, 0.5, 0,75 and 1 bpp, respectively. For standard pictures compression at 1 bpp is visually lossless. The performance of the Daubechies 9/7 wavelet is slightly better than the 5/3 wavelet [5] . Compression and decompression time depends heavily on the implementation, though JPEG2000 is typically 4 times slower than JPEG.
B. Features of JPEG2000 Part 1
It is to a large extent the new features that make JPEG2000 superior to its predecessor JPEG.
Probably the most important difference between JPEG and JPEG2000 is the fact that JPEG2000 uses fully embedded encoding together with a set of different progression orders. This implies that a JPEG2000 codestream can be truncated at any position, and it is still possible to decode an image from the remaining bits. Depending on the progression order, the truncated stream will reconstruct an image of reduced quality, in the sense of bit accuracy, or an image of lower resolution. JPEG2000 allows tiling of images, i.e. cutting images into separate and independent parts or tiles, and allows the adjustment of most parameters on a per-tile basis.
While the current JPEG standard restricts the image size to 64k x 64k pixels without tiling, JPEG2000 handles image sizes up to (2 32 -1) x ( 2 32 -1) pixels without tiling. JPEG2000 has a superior performance at low bit-ratesbelow 0.25bpp for highly detailed gray-scale images -in comparison to other current standards.
The performance on continuous-tone images is excellent. It is possible to compress and decompress images with various dynamic ranges (e.g. 1 bit up to 24 bits) for each single color component as compared to 8 bits for JPEG. JPEG2000 is able to handle up to 16,384 components, in comparison to the limited component support offered by JPEG. This flexibility makes possible a wide range of new applications in many areas of pure and applied sciences, including space research, geophysics and medicine.
In addition to lossy compression, the JPEG2000 algorithm supports the demand for lossless image compression; essential for special applications where quality loss is not acceptable, e.g. medical images, or where the highest image quality is required, e.g. long-term image archiving.
Modes for progressive transmission by pixel accuracy and by resolution allows for an adaptation to special environments and usage, such as the WWW and image archival applications.
It is possible for the user to define an arbitrarily shaped Region of Interest (ROI), where the image quality is enhanced compared to the quality of the remaining regions. This can be used to improve the quality of some important areas of the image when the overall compression rate is fixed. In combination with lossless compression and progression by accuracy, it is possible to build an image transmission where, at the client side, first the ROI is seen and improved, and later the background regions get sharper until all of the original image data is transferred.
The code-stream is designed to minimize the un-propitious consequences of bit-errors and additional resynchronization markers can be embedded into the codestream to increase the robustness against transmission errors and improve error resilience.
According to the needs of the application the resolution levels, i.e. the number of wavelet transformations, can be adjusted. Increasing the number of resolution levels improves compression performance while also increasing the time complexity.
A further option for a JPEG2000 encoder is the use of Visual Weighting. It is a phenomenologically motivated adaptation of quantization to the human visual system (HVS) and improves considerably the visual performance of the codec, but reduces the PSNR by typically 1.5 dB.
Even the lightweight Part 1 file format supports some restricted color management by use of enumerated color spaces (sRGB, YCbCr, grayscale) or restricted ICC color profiles. The Part 1 file format provides generic support for binary and XML meta data. IPTC meta data, for example, can be included very easily by use of a predefined UUID number.
C. Applications, Scenarios
The wavelet based JPEG2000 is best suited to the compression of natural images, as opposed to drawings with only a few colors, and one of the most important application areas for JPEG2000 is digital photography and cameras. While currently almost all consumer digital still cameras use JPEG for image compression, there is a lot of interest among the manufacturers to switch to JPEG2000. The reasons are the better compression efficiency, and of course the ability to easily generate lower resolution reconstruction from the compressed data for use on the camera displays.
On the other hand, JPEG2000 is much more complex than JPEG, so there is the need for high performance hardware implementations for use within such camera devices. There are currently a couple of JPEG2000 chips available on the market, and the authors believe that it is just a question of time before the first JPEG2000 consumer cameras are available. It is foreseen that by the end of 2003 there will be more digital cameras within mobile phones than as dedicated camera devices. This will open a new area of digital photography for consumers. These images will have less resolution and quality in comparison to images taken with a conventional digital still camera, and these images will be just taken, transferred, viewed, and deleted. As the resolution and quality of these devices increases, the wireless transmission will require the type of high compression performance that can be easily achieved using JPEG2000.
Another important application area is the field of image archiving and retrieval. More and more image archives nowadays have digital counterparts to the original images stored in their repositories. Typically these images will be presented on web sites, or will be sold as digital copies in print resolution. Here JPEG2000 fits very well, with the ability to store an image in different resolutions within a single file (or data base entry) without additional overhead. Another aspect of digital image archiving is the preservation and dissemination of cultural heritage. Normally a museum only has a small part of its paintings shown in exhibitions. Publicly available image archives in the WWW cannot replace such exhibitions, but can make many more images available to many more people.
There are a wide range of additional application areas for JPEG2000: publishing, document imaging, color facsimile, printing and scanning, medical and scientific applications, remote sensing, surveillance and much more. Anywhere where high compression is needed for image storage or transmission, JPEG2000 is a potential candidate.
III. JPEG2000 PART 6
A. General Description Many important document handling applications, including archiving and printing, involve documents with compositions of different image types: magazine articles with natural image photos and text; or scanned invoices containing text, logos, stamps, etc. JPEG2000 Part 1 does not perform well in such cases. (Incidentally the same is true for JPEG, Fig. 4 .) In particular, the performance on text or on simple drawings is far from optimal. For this reason the new standard was supplemented with Part 6: a compound image file format for document imaging, for pre-press and fax-like applications, for medical imaging etc. It allows the advantages of the different compression standards to be combined by applying them only to particular image types in a document, for example JPEG2000 for natural colored image regions and FAX G4 or JBIG for regions of black and white text.
Part 6 of JPEG2000 has been designed for raster graphics. It does not support vector graphics, clearly distinguishing it from the PDF format.
The main feature of Part 6 is the ability to combine different image layers using transparency masks. Image data is arranged in several layout objects, each consisting of image data and a transparency mask. The mask can be binary, just defining whether a pixel in the image data is visible or not, or it can be continuous to define the transparency of the related image.
Size, position and resolution of the layout objects can be freely chosen. This can be used, for example, to store scanned text content in a layout object with higher resolution than a less important background image.
Both mask and image data are optional within a layout object: an image without mask is typically a background image; a mask without an image can be used to set the masked pixels to a predefined solid color.
A typical application could segment the content of a scanned document into two layout objects: a background image without mask containing image data of natural type; and a foreground object containing a mask defining the shape of text and similar graphic content, and a foreground image giving color to the text and graphics (Fig. 5) .
The mask and image data of a layout object can be compressed using different standards. A text mask, for example, may be compressed by a standard fax algorithm, the image data by JPEG2000 or even the old JPEG. JPEG2000 Part 6 supports the the following compression algorithms: Fax Group 3, Fax Group 4, JBIG, JBIG2, JPEG, JPEG-LS and JPEG2000 Part 1. JPEG2000 Part 6 is a step in the direction of the next generation of compression algorithms where scanned images are first segmented into homogeneous parts and then individually compressed and transmitted together with mask information indicating how to combine the individual parts.
The process of segmenting an image into different layers is not specified in the standard. The definition of a good and fast segmentation algorithm is not trivial.
B. Segmentation
Segmentation is the process of decomposing an image into homogeneous parts. This is an interesting problem of applied mathematics and several different methods have been developed. We shall give a short classification of the methods available and refer the reader to the literature for details [7, 8] .
There are four types of segmentation algorithms [7] : -Pixel oriented and global -Region oriented -Contour oriented -Variational methods This is not a classification into disjoint sets: some of the algorithms are of mixed type; there are, for instance, variational methods for region growing.
A pixel-oriented algorithm uses a typically real valued function, defined on the pixels, which models same important attribute such as intensity. The values are then partitioned by choosing thresholds. The pre-images of the partitions in the space of values define a partition of the image. If we choose again the example of intensity, a single threshold produces a segmentation into two domains: a dark domain; and a light domain. The discrete laplacian of the intensity function would separate the image into active parts and non-active parts. This method is used in medical imaging for the segmentation of anatomical structures.
Region oriented algorithms use a homogeneity criterion like the gray level. Typical realizations are "region growing" and "split and merge". The region growing algorithm starts from seeds which are chosen either arbitrary or by an additional method. From the seeds the neighboring pixels are tested and added according to some rule. Typical methods for the growing of regions are the level set method [10] or the use of diffusion processes. In the later one uses a diffusion coefficient that is a function of space, for instance the inverse of the discrete laplacian. If activity in a region is strong, the diffusion is slow and slows down at edges. This produces a segmentation where domains might overlap or not really exhaust the image. An additional step is therefore needed to complete segmentation. Split and merge starts with a progressive splitting of the image until the individual domains are homogeneous. Then neighboring domains having the same homogeneity property are merged. After that the process is repeated. The difficulty with region-oriented algorithms is the choice of the homogeneity criterion and the arbitrariness of the choice of seeds. The method is popular in medical imaging [7] .
Contour oriented algorithms use a criterion of discontinuity in order to recognize edges. The edges define the boundaries of the domains in the segmentation. There are different functions in use for the identification of discontinuities, for instance the discrete laplacian or the discrete gradient are obvious choices. More sophisticated methods are the one by Marr-Hildredth where one uses as a function for measuring discontinuity the convolution of the image by a gaussian -for smoothing -followed by a laplacian. An alternative method by Canny uses two thresholds and as the criterion for discontinuity the gradient of the image. The smaller threshold is used to improve the connectivity of the edges found by the algorithm. A pixel that is a neighbor of an edge pixel has to qualify only for the smaller threshold in order be added to the edge. The difficulties of this method lie in the instability of the procedure with regard to small perturbation.
Variational methods are based on cleverly chosen functionals. Segmentation is derived from critical points. The most prominent example is the Mumford-Shah functional [9, 8] . It depends on the edges of the segments looked for, the image and a test function defined again on the pixels. The test function stands for a smooth approximation of the image. The Mumford-Shah functional consists of the sum of three terms. The first one measures the activity in terms of the laplacian of the test function, the second one the difference of the image and the test function and the last one the length of the edges. This method is mathematically demanding. It is, for instance, not clear whether the continuous version of the MumfordShah functional has a sensible minimum. Furthermore, the geometric nature of the edges can get quite involved.
A mixed method that will be soon ready for use in an implementation of JPEG2000 Part 6 combines a pixel oriented and region oriented algorithm. Firstly the image is decomposed into small domains. On these domains the dynamical range of the intensity is measured. Half of the dynamical range is chosen as a local threshold. The image is then segmented into two domains corresponding to pixels below or above the threshold. Neighboring domains of the same type are merged. The domains are smoothed by appropriate filters. Such an algorithm can successfully be used for the segmentation of images with mixed content like a natural image with text and produces a foreground layer with text and background layer of the type of a natural image.
C. Features of JPEG2000 Part 6
The main feature of Part 6 is the ability to handle mixed raster content, as already described in Section III A, including the formation of layout objects containing image data and masks in arbitrary size, position and resolution.
In addition Part 6 has features that are important for many applications that deal with document archiving, search and retrieval.
Part 6 uses the concept of page collections to arrange pages within the document. Since there can be more than one page collection, pages can be grouped together for different purposes. There is always a main page collection that contains references to all the pages of the document, typically in reading order. There can be additional page collections containing e.g. all figures or all tables.
A page collection is a list of pointers to pages or to other page collections. One can, for example, structure a document by using a different page collection for every section, and a main page collection just containing references to the section collections.
Another feature of JPEG2000 Part 6 is that all such references can be remote objects, i.e. the reference consists of a URL, an offset and a length, and single pages, complete page collections, or just the compressed data of a layout object, can be located on a remote server. A JPEG2000 Part 6 file may, for example, not contain any pages locally. Such a feature could be used by search engines that generate a new Part 6 file as a search result, containing different pages from different found documents, without copying or downloading any single page data.
The Part 6 file format is another child in the family of JPEG2000 file formats, and all the meta data support described for Part 1 (XML, UUID, IPTC, etc.) is also supported by Part 6. In addition, meta data can be associated with a whole document, a single object, a page or page collection.
D. Applications, Scenarios
Many documents can only be found easily if they are reproduced in color. This is so even in cases where one would not expect it: different types of bank deposit slips, for example, differ often by their color and are recognized in that way. Color often contains extremely important information.
Generally applications of JPEG2000 Part 6 are in the area of document management systems where one deals with images of mixed content, where good quality is needed, yet little storage or transmission time can be afforded. Such situations come up in archiving of images, in accounting, in land registers, in medical imagery, in color and gray scanners, in publishing companies to name just a few.
Today most document archiving applications use TIFF, and to a certain extent PDF format, for storing documents of mixed raster content. Applied to color scans both of these formats produce, in many cases, results which are still so large, that they are difficult to handle. Most document archiving is therefore currently done in grayscale or even black and white (using Fax G4 compression within the TIFF format). JPEG2000 Part 6 produces typically a file size that is much smaller than the corresponding TIFF file and considerably smaller than a PDF file, making archiving in color possible. Application areas for JPEG2000 Part 6 are document archiving by public authorities, property registers, libraries, hospitals (for their patient records), or in general within industrial business archives. Typical applications include Document Management Systems (DMS), Digital Asset Management (DAM), and Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Even high end, high volume scanners sometimes use document compression for storage and transmission efficiency.
Other potential scenarios can be found in the field of document search and document retrieval. Imagine a search engine that searches documents in the WWW. The search result is not just a list of links to the found documents, it is an automatically generated new JPEG2000 Part 6 file, which contains as only local pages the table of contents. All other found pages are arranged as remote objects, just containing links to certain pages of other JPEG2000 Part 6 documents. No download of these pages is necessary at this moment. The user selects a page from the content. This page will be downloaded, and replaces the remote page by a local copy. At the end of browsing, all interesting pages will be collected and stored on the users hard disk as a JPEG2000 Part 6 file containing only local page content.
